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Architects decry unfairness
in Tanzania’s closed market

They say it is against the spirit of the agreement and the Common Market Agreement

Board of Registration of Architects and Quantity Surveyors executive officer Mwongera Rukaria, chairman Nathan Kureba and
board member Waweru Gatheca at Transcom offices in Nairobi during a meeting on Thursday/ FRANCIS MUREITHI

FRANCIS MUREITHI/ Kenyan architects have raised concerns that
Tanzania has not liberalised the
profession in the country, limiting
Kenyan professionals from working
in the market.
The professional body of architects, Board of Registration of Architects and Quantity Surveyors of
Kenya (BORAQS), said Tanzania’s
failure to liberalise the services
means that no Kenyan architect can
offer professional services in the
neighbouring country.
Architects from Tanzania however freely operate in Kenya or in any
other country within EAC under
the Mutual Recognition Agreement
(MRA) signed in 2011.
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Brent crude in
four year high

T

he world consumes crude volumes of 100 million barrels per
day (bpd) - more than twice
what it was 50 years ago - If we use
a price of $80 a barrel, that equates
to $8b a day $2.92 trillion a year and
that’s a raw number without value
addition. And this is real cash and
why Ryszard Kapuściński wrote in
his book Shah of Shahs,
“Oil kindles extraordinary emotions and hopes, since oil is above all
a great temptation. It is the temptation of ease, wealth, strength, fortune, power. It is a filthy, foul-smelling
liquid that squirts obligingly up into
the air and falls back to earth as a
rustling shower of money.”
“Oil creates the illusion of a
completely changed life, life without

The agreement was signed between EAC member states under
the Common Market Protocol that
allowed accountants, engineers,
architects and veterinarians to freely practice their profession in any
of the member states. BORAQS on
Thursday said Tanzania’s failure to
liberalise the profession despite the
country having signed the MRA
is against the spirit of the agreement and the Common Market
Agreement which guarantees free
movement of goods, services and
labour.
Though Burundi and South Sudan have since joined Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Rwanda in the
EAC, they are still lagging behind in

terms of regulatory bodies in order
to fully benefit from the MRA.
Uganda and Rwanda have however fully liberalised the architectural
services, meaning Kenyan architects
can freely operate there under MRA.
Presently, there are five Ugandan
architects working in Kenya and
four from Rwanda, while 10 Kenyan
architects are working in Uganda
and seven in Rwanda. “There must
be mutual trust, mutual respect and
the correct spirit,” said Waweru Gatheca, Boraqs board member. He
was speaking on Thursday at Boraqs
headquarters in Nairobi during a
meeting with journalists from the
six EAC member states. Tanzania
has however liberalised engineering

work, life for free. Oil is a resource
that anaesthetises thought, blurs
vision, corrupts.”
The history of oil did not start In
February 1945, when Roosevelt met
with King Abdulaziz of Saudi Arabia
in person aboard the USS Quincy
but the History of the Petro-Dollar
did. This grand bargain between
the US president and a Saudi king
established that oil would always
be denominated in Dollars and Folks
from Saddam Hussein to Chavez
of Venezuela and now the high representative of the European Union
for foreign affairs Federica Maria
Mogherini have all sought to break
the chokehold of the petro Dollar.
Mogherini announced that Europe
would create a special purpose
vehicle, ‘’a legal entity to facilitate
legitimate financial transactions
with Iran and this will allow European
companies to continue trade with
Iran, in accordance with European
Union law’’ Good Luck with that
Federica, well, at least she showed
willing, which is as far it goes.
Whilst western powers have
been practically religious about how
they characterise oil wars as being
nothing of the sort. You will recall
Wolfowitz who when asked why a
nuclear power such as North Korea
was being treated differently from

Iraq, where hardly any weapons of
mass destruction had been found,
the deputy defence minister said:
“Let’s look at it simply. The most
important difference between North
Korea and Iraq is that economically,
we just had no choice in Iraq. The
country swims on a sea of oil.”
On Friday, brent crude surged to
a four year high above $83 a barrel.
The market is anticipating the US
sanctions on Iran and a November
Guillotine. At its 2018 peak in May,
Iran exported 2.71 million bpd, nearly
three per cent of daily global crude
consumption. Trump has proven a
sanction warfare Specialist in fact
his intrusive, coercive, economic and
sanction warfare strategy is surely
his signature success of what has
been an otherwise ‘’freewheeling’’
US administration. Venezuela which
was another big supplier is imploding. The market is tight and the
Total CEO is now calling for triple digit
Oil Prices. This is a double whammy
for many emerging markets [strong
Oil weak currencies] , with India and
its Prime Minister a Sitting Duck, for
example.
Trump has become increasingly
strident about high prices which is a
little cute given that it is his sanction
warfare [particularly against Iran]
which has lifted prices. Donald

and accountancy services meaning Kenyan professionals can work
there.
Boraqs chairman Nathan Kureba
said liberalisation of services by the
other EAC member states has eased
movement of the professionals and
improved skills and quality of work
being undertaken in host countries.
He said the MRA needs to also recognise technicians who work hand
in hand with the architects. In this
category are diploma holders in architecture. “Technicians are among
us, we can’t do without them,” he
said.
According to Engineering Board
of Kenya CEO Nicholas Musuni,
statistics released in June 2017 indicated that there were 12 engineers
from EAC member states working in
TZ under the MRA. Kenya had four
engineers from the other EAC partners, same as Uganda while Rwanda
had eight. He said the numbers have
since gone up. Updated statistics
will be released next month.
He added that many local firms
are not realising full benefits of the
agreement as they are not well enlightened on it. East African Business Council chairman Nicholas
Nesbitt during an interview in his
his Nairobi office on Saturday said
failure by some member states to
liberalise some services sectors was
hampering smooth implementation
of the of the MRAs. He singled out
Tanzania for not liberalising the architectural services.
Trump spoke on the phone Saturday
with King Salman bin Abdulaziz
of Saudi Arabia, days after the US
president’s latest criticism of OPEC
over high oil prices. Trump has gone
after OPEC multiple times this year,
including while speaking at the United Nations on September 25.
“OPEC and OPEC nations, are,
as usual, ripping off the rest of the
world, and I don’t like it,” Trump said
in an address to the United Nations
General Assembly in New York. “We
want them to stop raising prices. We
want them to start lowering prices
and they must contribute substantially to military protection from now
on.”
He of course is facing a problematic mid-term election and the last
thing he wants are angry consumers
at the polling stations. Therefore, I
venture, he will tempted to unload
Supply out of the US Special Reserve and therefore Bulls need to be
wary of a precipitous downside draft
on that announcement which might
well wash a lot of People out. That
announcement will be the starting
gun for folks who have the guts to
catch a falling knife because it will
prove a momentary and fleeting
firesale.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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Facebook big
breach exposed 50
million accounts
REUTERS/ Facebook said on Friday
that hackers stole digital login codes
allowing them to take over nearly
50 million user accounts in its worst
security breach ever given the unprecedented level of potential access,
adding to what has been a difficult
year for the company’s reputation.
Facebook, which has more than 2.2
billion monthly users, said it has yet
to determine whether the attacker
misused any accounts or stole private
information. It also has not identified
the attacker’s location or whether
specific victims were targeted. Its
initial review suggests the attack was
broad in nature. Chief executive Mark
Zuckerberg described the incident
as “really serious” in a conference
call with reporters. His account was
affected along with that of Chief
Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg,
a spokeswoman said. Shares in
Facebook fell 2.6 per cent on Friday,
weighing on major Wall Street stock
indexes. Facebook made headlines
earlier this year after profile details
from 87 million users was improperly accessed by political data firm
Cambridge Analytica. The disclosure
has prompted government inquiries
into the company’s privacy practices across the world, and fueled a
“#deleteFacebook” social movement
among consumers. US lawmakers
said on Friday that the hack may
boost calls for data privacy legislation.
“This is another sobering indicator
that Congress needs to step up and
take action to protect the privacy
and security of social media users,”
Democratic US Senator Mark Warner
said in a statement.

BUILD YOUR SKILLS
INSIDE YOUR
COMPANY BEFORE
GOING OUTSIDE
When you’re looking to build
your skills for your next career
opportunity, it’s tempting to seek out
positions at other companies. But
it’s easiest to deepen your expertise
within your current organization.
After all, you’ve invested time and
effort there to build your reputation,
earn trust, and establish credibility.
You’re also familiar with the culture
and probably have more access to
opportunities in-house than in the
broader industry. So start close to
home and seek out special projects
or stretch assignments. Ask your
manager about options available
to you, including any temporary
assignments such as taking on new
tasks during a colleague’s maternity
leave or sabbatical. Look into formal
training programs as well, or outside
degree programs that your company
will pay for.

